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Introduction
The Training Of O is an orgasmic adventure where you get to see the full range of emotions that a
neophyte submissive goes through as she journeys from the realm of mainstream porn to the darkest
depths of bondage, submission, BDSM power exchange role play and sexual gratification. Her only
wish is to please you.

Adult Review
After a porn slut films a bunch of scenes for the mainstream companies sex becomes more of a chore than a way for her to
get off.  So to combat this feeling and get back the thrill of sexual gratification, they often have to look for something a little
off the beaten path that pushes them to their extreme limits.  The Training of O is a hardcore BDSM porn site that documents
her transformation from a horny pleasure giving whore to nothing more than a fuck toy who is taught how to derive her own
pleasure from the depths of her own humiliation and pain.
  
  All of this is captured in beautiful, artistic still photographs that are presented in 1200 x 800 resolution.  Every grimace and
solitary bead of sweat is captured for your enjoyment in galleries that include several hundred pictures separated into distinct
training sessions.  If there's a bondage set that you particularly find attractive, then you even have the option of downloading
it in a zip file all at once.
  
  All of this can be yours for only $29.95 per month.  Multi-month memberships are discounted, but there are no trial options. 
If there's only a couple of shoots that really interest you, then there's even a pay-per-view option where you can purchase
credits to view individual scenes.  But just about every single video from The Training of O is must see power transfer porn.  
  
  Take the scenes that feature mega slut Amber Rayne for example.  This starlet has done it all in mainstream porn with a
smile always plastered on her cum glazed face.  She embraces her introduction to slave training just as any great porn whore
should, and she takes every hard insertion, mental torment, and bondage position like you just knew she could!
  
  If you like what you see, The Training of O makes it easy for you to share your opinions.  Every scene has a homepage
where the episode is recapped by the producers so you know exactly what type of role play and slave training is being
practiced.  And by leaving your comments in a nested thread that can be added to by all members, you can provide
meaningful feedback that the site owners read and sometimes even respond to.
  
  But all this gets even better, because The Training of O is produced in high definition!  You can view these hardcore
submissives in 1280 x 720 resolution WMV files, as well as smaller Real and Ipod formats.  All 71 exclusive scenes are
available to download without DRM, but downloads are only available in sections.  If you want to see a full length clip, you'll
have to stream it in Real format.  Most likely this is because the videos are long -- some are 90 minutes!  And every single
week there's a new update, which makes this site one of the best and most unique hardcore bondge porn sites on the net
today.

Porn Summary
If you want to see your favorite porn whore in extreme slave training role play scenarios, then you need to visit The Training
of O, where every breathtaking orgasm is both awe inspiring and hard earned!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The Training Of O Is The best Sub Training Site Online'
Quality: 91  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 83
Support: 88 Unique: 91    Taste: 93        Final: 89
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Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
BDSM, Bondage, Extreme, Fetish, Hardcore, HD, SexToys, Straight, Swallowing

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 71
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